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 DISCONTINUITY AND THE DISCOURSE

 OF CONVERSION

 BY

 MATTHEW ENGELKE

 (London School of Economics)

 ABSTRACT

 This paper focuses on the conversion narrative of a man in the Johane Masowe
 weChishanu Church, an apostolic church in Zimbabwe. Taking up recent discus-
 sions within anthropology on Pentecostal and charismatic churches, the author
 shows how apostolics talk about conversion as a distinct break with 'African cus-
 tom'. It is argued that anthropologists of religion need to take such narratives of
 discontinuity seriously because they allow us to understand better the dynamics of
 religious change.

 Introduction

 Bengt Sundkler's Bantu Prophets in South Africa has long been recognized

 by anthropologists and historians as a foundational text in the study of
 African Christian independency (Comaroff 1985: 168-173; Engelke 2003:
 304; Hallencreutz 1984; Ranger 2000; Wilson 1971). This is not to say
 Sundkler's arguments and ideas have gone unquestioned. The extent
 to which his typological classifications of churches are fitting has been
 one subject of discussion (Daneel 1987; Fernandez 1978; Gray 1995).
 Another is the extent to which African Christians have appropriated
 traditional religious practices into their vision of Christianity, or to
 which they represent a more radical break from local cosmologies
 (Kiernan 1992; see also Hastings 1976; Maxwell 1998; Meyer 1998).

 This latter debate, over the question of continuity, has recently been
 raised as part of a more general theoretical argument about how cer-
 tain Pentecostal and charismatic churches 'foster very dramatic changes
 that demand to be seen as introducing real discontinuities into people's
 lives' (Robbins 2003: 222). By Sundkler's own admission (1976: 312-
 313), his most influential work did not take this demand seriously. In
 Bantu Prophets Sundkler called the Zionist churches 'new wine in old
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 wineskins' and he stressed that the prophets were 'not in a position to
 understand Christianity' except through 'the pattern of Zulu religion'
 (1961: 240). His argument was based on the notion of socio-cultural
 continuity (Kiernan 1992; Robbins 2003: 228-230). The prophets pro-
 duced a 'Bantu syncretism' (1961: 242). In this view, it was as if the
 more things changed, the more they stayed the same. Within anthro-
 pology the metaphor of new wine in old wineskins has remained an
 influential model of interpretation. Indeed 'anthropology has generally
 been a science of continuity' (Robbins 2003: 221) and this is perhaps
 no more evident than in the anthropology of religion. Certainly, Bantu
 Prophets has played an important role in shaping this approach for the
 study of Christianity.

 In her work on Pentecostalism in Ghana, however, Birgit Meyer sug-
 gests 'the notion of rupture ... forms a key to a better understanding'
 (1998: 317) of much African Christian religious practice. Making 'a
 complete break with the past', as Meyer's informants put it, is some-
 thing we ought to consider. Meyer is not the first to emphasize this
 break in the literature on Christianity in Africa. As mentioned above,
 Sundkler himself came to see the limits of the continuity approach. By
 the time he published Zulu Zion and some Swazi Zionists, Sundkler real-
 ized that in the eyes of the faithful 'Zion meant newness of life, health
 and wholeness, a new identity' (1976: 305). Caught up in the outward
 similarities between the Christian prophet and the traditional diviner,
 Sundkler failed to realize in his earliest work that many Zionists 'have
 consistently denied that they have anything in common with diviners'
 (Kiernan 1992: 231). From the prophet's point of view the difference
 is simple: diviners and other such religious practitioners are not Christian.

 Adrian Hastings, as well, long stressed that 'in regard to religious prac-
 tice most [African prophets] proclaim a total and indeed intolerant dis-
 continuity and they do so precisely in the name of Christ' (1976: 53).

 It is these themes of discontinuity that Meyer (1998) and others
 (Kiernan 1992; Maxwell 1998) have recently brought to the fore. Readers
 familiar with work in the 1970s by Hastings and Sundkler himself may
 not consider these newer studies as without precedent. What is sur-
 prising, however, is that the analysis of religious rupture has been side-
 lined for so long. If as early as 1961 even, when the second edition of
 Bantu Prophets was published, we can trace accounts of prophets who
 'usher in the new' (Kiernan 1992: 241), why has this newness not
 become a viable framework of interpretation? In this sense the more
 recent work deserves to be noted. For anthropology, at least, Robbins
 (2003) suggests that it has to do with the problem of theorizing change.
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 This is a classic difficulty for the discipline, stretching back to the ear-

 liest critiques of Bronislaw Malinowski by Max Gluckman, Edmund
 Leach and others. Like Robbins (2003: 231), I cannot pretend to offer
 a coherent theory of change, but in picking up on themes that have
 animated the most recent discussions of Pentecostal and charismatic

 Christianity in Africa, and by relating them to the work of Sundkler,
 I hope to suggest the need for such a theory.

 One aspect of Sundkler's work in particular has been rather taken
 for granted but can allow us to build an argument against a position
 on continuity in religious practice-a position which, somewhat ironi-
 cally, defined Sundkler's early work. This is his humanistic portrayal
 of the people he came across in his research. In Bantu Prophets Sundkler

 gives us a sense of the individuals involved in African churches, por-
 traits which are 'the fruit of brilliant observation, perceptions and descrip-

 tions' (Gray 1995: 343). This stands as a refreshing complement to the
 array of churches and movements presented by some of his contem-
 poraries: in one extreme we were given a survey of over 6,000 such
 churches and movements (Barrett 1968). When scholars have followed
 Sundkler's lead in giving us portraits of individual African Christians,
 they have often been-like most of Sundkler's-of church leaders, not
 the rank-and-file. There are good reasons for presenting both macro-
 and micro-level pictures of African Christian independency, and there
 is an important place for studies of religious leadership. Equally, how-
 ever, as Charles van Onselen (1996) has shown for the field of eco-
 nomic history, we need to complement these studies with history from
 below. Within anthropology and history generally, this has become an
 increasingly popular genre over the past twenty-five years. And before
 this we had portraits of Muchona, the Ndembu ritual specialist (Turner
 1959) and Ogotemmeli, the Dogon elder (Griaule 1970). It is all the
 more surprising, then, that when it comes to the study of Christian
 independency in Africa, we suffer from a lack of detailed accounts of
 everyday followers. Such accounts are necessary in the study of reli-
 gious change; they are part of what Jean and John Comaroff call 'the
 long conversation' (see 1991: 198-251) in African Christian history (see
 also Lonsdale 2002: 158; Maxwell 2002: 22).

 In this article, I offer a portrait of a man called Gaylord, who began
 attending services of the Johane Masowe weChishanu Church in
 Zimbabwe in 1983. The weChishanu Church has approximately 100,000
 adherents in Zimbabwe and occupies a central place in the contem-
 porary Christian landscape. Its roots stretch back to the early 1930s,
 when Baba Johane, the inspirational figurehead, first started preaching
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 on the banks of the Hunyani River. Members in the Church today are
 known as Masowe apostolics, or vapostori in Shona. Like many Pentecostal,
 charismatic, and Zionist churches in Africa, the weChishanu considers
 itself a Christian vanguard, forcing a 'break' with 'custom'. My pri-
 mary focus here is on Gaylord's conversion narrative, because it is
 through the process of conversion that we can come to understand the
 importance of the Church's interest in discontinuity. Perhaps nothing
 in the Africanist literature is more charged with the problematic of
 change than the topic of conversion. Within the weChishanu Church,
 for neophytes and established members alike, the concept with which
 one wrestles in an understanding of conversion is mutemo, a Shona word

 that translates roughly as 'law', but which the apostolics use also to
 refer to 'knowledge'. Mutemo is a gauge of conversion-a gauge of an
 apostolic's 'break with the past'. I will argue that a fine-grained analy-
 sis of mutemo can shed some light on the applicability of conversion as
 an analytical term. Narratives of conversion are central to understanding
 how discontinuity is affected through religious practice. I will return to

 this argument in the conclusion, but first we need to say something
 about the history ofJohane Masowe's various movements and Gaylord's
 own story. It was indeed through many long conversations with Gaylord
 that I began to grasp his interest in breaking with the past.

 The Churches of Johane Masowe

 Johane Masowe is best known as the founder and leader of the Apostolic
 Sabbath Church of God (ASCG), registered as such with the South
 African authorities in the late 1940s in Port Elizabeth. Also called the

 Basketmaker Church (after one of the more notable crafts they devel-
 oped to support themselves), this movement was the focus of a study
 by the Jesuit sociologist Clive Dillon-Malone (1978) and has been dis-
 cussed by a number of other scholars (e.g., Jules-Rosette 1977; Kileff
 and Kileff 1979; Maxwell 1999; Mukonyora 1998; 2000; Munjeri 1978;
 Ranger 1999; Werbner 1985). The ASCG has split and been renamed
 on a number of occasions. Today, the two most prominent groups are
 the Johane Masowe Church, based in Lusaka, Zambia (with a Zimbabwe
 headquarters in the high-density suburb of Entumbane, Bulawayo), and
 the Gospel of God Church, based in Gandanzara, Makoni District (the
 childhood home of Shoniwa Masedza, the man who became Baba
 Johane). Since the 1940s, these groups have diversified their economic
 activities considerably-to include money changing and car sales-and
 have also revised their positions on state-sponsored education and the
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 use of biomedicine (once rejected but now accepted). In the main, how-
 ever, they each still follow what they see as Baba Johane's fundamen-
 tal emphases: economic self-reliance and a strong sense of African-led
 religious community.

 The Masowe weChishanu Church is distinct from the ASCG and

 its offshoots, although this is not necessarily well known. Part of the
 confusion no doubt stems from the fact that most apostolic Christians
 in Zimbabwe, regardless of the church to which they belong, wear dis-
 tinctive white robes to their services, which are usually held in fields
 and other open spaces. At weekends in a city like Harare, one might
 see dozens of groups of people in white robes and to the causal observer
 they might all appear to be the same. They are not, however. Inspired
 by some of Baba Johane's earliest preachings in 1932 and 1933, the
 weChishanu Church developed as a movement under the initial direc-
 tion of Emmanuel Mudyiwa, one ofJohane's earliest disciples. Emmanuel
 and those who followed him stressed a particular vision of Christianity
 that came out of Johane's earliest sermons. Perhaps the most impor-
 tant aspect of this vision was Johane's rejection of the Bible. In the
 early days of his mission, Johane preached against the Bible on many
 occasions-at times exhorting his followers to burn it because it con-
 tained 'no truth' (NAZ file S138/22). Gradually, Johane's position
 changed and by 1934, after two years of trying to articulate the con-
 tent of his religious message, he accepted the Book as the Word of
 God. Emmanuel and a group of others did not, and so left him. Here
 is what Julius, a weChishanu elder, told me in 1993:

 In the beginning, Johane told his people to worship on Fridays and not to read
 the Bible... But in 1934 he told his followers... 'If you ever see me reading a
 Bible, do not follow me. Stay true to my original teachings. A time will come
 when I will be forced to read the Bible. The people down south [in South Africa]
 are educated, and they will not follow me unless I let them read that book. This
 will be fine as long as they follow my message, but you here [in Southern
 Rhodesia/Zimbabwe], you must keep my true teachings'.

 The 'people down south' became the core of the ASCG, and they do
 indeed emphasize the importance of Bible study to this day, as do most
 African Christian churches (see, e.g., Muller 1999). My aim here is not
 to settle the account ofJulius's history. Rather, it is simply to point to
 a genealogy of Masowe prophets who, following Emmanuel's lead, took
 seriously Johane's exhortation to reject the Bible. Because Johane
 preached this message during a period in which he observed Friday as
 the Sabbath, the apostolics in this line refer to themselves as the
 weChishanu Church, or, in English, the 'Friday Church'.
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 The dramatic extreme of Johane's anti-textual message is no longer
 observed; today, weChishanu apostolics do not bur the Bible. They
 do, however, reject it as the authoritative Word of God, and do not
 allow it to be brought to their religious services or encourage mem-
 bers to read it. In place of the Book, weChishanu apostolics claim to
 receive the Word 'live and direct' from the Holy Spirit. In short, the
 apostolics claim the Bible is unnecessary because the Holy Spirit speaks
 through prophets. The text is a mediation. It was Gaylord who first
 explained the details of this idea to me, and we have discussed it on
 many occasions over the past ten years. I wrote him a letter about it
 in 1995, asking why the Bible was devalued. He replied (see also Engelke
 2004):

 The Holy Spirit speaks about the Kingdom of God live and direct to the peo-
 ple... It is just like I am writing [a letter] to you like this, but if I happen to
 fly there and get there the same day you [receive this letter], will it be worth [it]
 for you to attach more importance to this paper than to discuss with me, directly[?]

 In this letter and on other occasions, Gaylord made clear that for the
 Church's members today 'rejection' of the Bible is based primarily on
 the grounds that it compromises their understanding of religious pres-
 ence. The spoken word as expressed through prophets allows for a
 more immediate and satisfying relationship with God.

 In the absence of the written word, mutemo-the idea of knowl-
 edge/law-provides a framework for apostolic faith. Mutemo governs
 religious practice. It provides a counterpoint to the written tradition.
 But it is not a simple idea, and so perhaps we should turn now to our
 discussion of Gaylord's conversion. As I hope will become clear, mutemo
 is best understood through a narrative approach, because its meanings
 unfold in practice. Unpacking a conversion narrative is a good place
 to start in a discussion of mutemo because it allows us to explore 'the
 urge to become new' (Meyer 1998: 321) that drives a great number of
 African Christians.

 Meeting Gaylord

 Gaylord was born in 1958. His speaks Zezuru (one of the five major
 Shona dialects) and English fluently. He is a small man with a warm
 smile. Most of the time he wears a beard. He has a cutting sense of
 humor and a deep intellectual curiosity. Since 1984 he has worked for
 one of the large insurance companies in Harare. Gaylord and his wife
 (who also holds an office job) have an old Nissan 626, cell phones, and
 a television. He is a big fan of Bob Dylan. Gaylord was lucky enough
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 to have bought a modest house in one of Harare's 'middle-density' sub-
 urbs before the onset of the Economic Structural Adjustment Programme.

 In our telephone conversations and e-mail correspondence over the past
 two years, he has made it clear how lucky his family is to have a place
 of their own in the face of Zimbabwe's ever-increasing political and
 economic turmoil. Neither Gaylord's wife nor their children (three boys)

 are members of the weChishanu Church; Gaylord says that, because
 most people still associate Masowe with 'the lowest class of citizens',
 he cannot, in good conscience, force his family to attend.

 I met Gaylord through a cousin of his who was studying at the
 University of Zimbabwe. She took me to his house one Saturday morn-
 ing in March 1993. Gaylord was still asleep. His wife woke him up.
 He came out of his bedroom groggy, shook my hand, and sat down
 to talk. The first day we met I learned some important things from
 Gaylord about what I only later came to understand as part of mutemo.
 'I joined this church in 1985', he said.

 You need to understand, first of all, that what is most important to us is the Holy
 Spirit. Not the Bible, although I don't think there is anything wrong with the
 Bible. The Holy Spirit wrote the Bible, but now the Holy Spirit is speaking to us
 through prophets. The Johane Masowe weChishanu is different from [other]
 churches because we understand spirits. African people live with spirits. It is very
 important to understand that. Do you see what I'm saying?

 I said, 'Yes.'
 We believe in ancestral spirits. We believe in witchcraft. White people may think

 this is strange, but in our culture these things are real.

 As a number of scholars have suggested, this idea of taking witchcraft
 seriously has been key to the success of many African churches (see,
 e.g., Schoffeleers 1991). In Southern Rhodesia, apostolic prophets like
 Johane Masowe 'took up the missionary's task' (Ranger 1999) by work-
 ing to make the Christian message relevant to the lives of African peo-
 ple. What Gaylord appreciates most about this is the attention his
 church pays to matters in the spiritual world. WeChishanu prophets
 see their goal as ridding the world of evil and this includes, as we shall
 presently discuss, traditional 'African culture' (cf. Maxwell 1998: 358-
 361; Meyer 1998: 326-329).

 Because Gaylord has a telephone and a car, and because for most
 of my time in the field he worked in the city centre, it was easy for
 us to see each other on a regular basis. Between March and May 1993,
 when I was studying at the University of Zimbabwe, we would meet
 once or twice a week during his lunch breaks. We often went to the
 57 Cafe, a colonial-era diner in Harare's city centre that has since
 closed, where he would indulge in a strawberry shake and I would
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 have a coke. If I failed to show up with questions prepared in advance,
 Gaylord would chastise me, not because I was wasting his time, but
 because he thought I was wasting mine. Despite this pressure, I usu-
 ally did not set an agenda before we met, and would try to let the
 conversation go where it would. Many of our conversations in those
 first few months focused on what he called 'the basic rules' of the

 Church. We will have occasion to touch on these shortly. But what
 struck me most in those early meetings were his characterizations of
 'African culture' and how he stressed the fact that the Masowe Church

 took African culture 'seriously'. One day Gaylord told me that 'white
 people look forward' and 'black people look backward'. By this he
 meant, in part, the emphasis on spirit mediums and ancestral spirits in
 'traditional' culture. In fact, despite his language of white-and-black,
 this was not primarily a comment on race. It was a comment on the
 difference between traditional religion and Christianity as he under-
 stood them through a shorthand colonial idiom. 'Even the good n'an-
 gas [traditional healers] want to take you back in time...with an empha-
 sis on respecting the ancestors. Johane Masowe weChishanu wants
 people to look forward'. WeChishanu are interested in the past only
 inasmuch as it will allow them to move beyond it. Taking African cul-
 ture 'seriously' is the best way to ensure a future in which it will not
 play a serious role.

 Gaylord first came to the Church because of the help he received
 from two popular Masowe prophets: Sandros, who directed a congre-
 gation in Chitungwiza until his death in 1996, and Edward, who to
 this day leads a group in Warren Park, Harare. Over the years I heard
 bits and pieces of this narrative, but Gaylord and I did not record it
 in full until July 1999, about halfway through the main component of
 my doctoral research. We sat in my car in his driveway because the
 acoustics were good and because it gave us some privacy. (His family
 was inside the house, watching television.) I present the conversation
 here as it unfolded, edited just slightly from the original transcript.
 There is much more in this conversation than I can adequately address
 in this article; what I focus on is how Gaylord's narrative of conver-
 sion and discussion of mutemo reveals a commitment to the theme of

 discontinuity.
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 Trouble at work

 'I had various problems', Gaylord said.
 'The first one was at my work. I was working at a commercial bank.

 And then I was called by my superiors. They told me that I had been
 doing very well and they wanted to promote me. So I was promoted and
 started working a branch in Msasa [a Harare suburb]. It was like I was
 a boss of my own; my manager didn't have to manage me. I had a com-
 pany car, everything. Even a police guard for the bank. I worked there
 for a few months. And then this guy that used to work there got into
 some problems. He had stolen some money from the bank, and he was
 scared he would be caught. The system was such that you would keep
 your money in a till, and you have to count your money at the beginning
 and end of the day. Now, we used to call those "till checks". They could
 be done at any time. That guy-I think because he was a thief-knew
 when he would get those till checks, and he would run around and ask
 for assistance. Usually a friend would give him the money. So one time
 this guy came to me for that assistance. I gave him that assistance without
 even thinking, because I was worried that he would lose his job. But we
 were not even close friends. I just knew him, but somehow I felt sorry
 for him. So I gave him money, and I think we did that three or four times.'

 I asked: 'Didn't you think it was wrong?'
 'Yes. I did. But I didn't think much about it, maybe because it didn't

 seem like I was stealing. But I wasn't thinking. So, this guy one time went
 too far and had a shortage. He had problems with raising that money,
 and he pretended that he made a mistake. So, once something like that
 happened, all the tellers would have to double-check his [tills]. So we did
 all that, but I knew [what he had done]. And the guys who do investi-
 gations for the bank were suspicious. So they questioned him and he even-
 tually admitted he had been stealing money. And they asked, "Why has
 it been so difficult to catch you?" And he said, "Because Gaylord X has
 been helping me." And they called me to the office. I was shaking! I was
 so scared of losing my job. They checked my tills, but they were okay.
 But what these guys did was take me to the police. There I met a British
 police officer who was working in conjunction with our police. He said
 I looked like a gentleman and he wanted to help me. But he said that
 all he could do is make sure the court case proceeded quickly.

 From there we were taken to the court, and believe me that was my
 first time in a court. The magistrate said to me, "When you were giving
 this guy money, did you want the bank to lose money?" And I said, "No."
 And the magistrate said again, "I'll ask you for a second time." I said
 "No" again. And I had to spend two weeks in prison during investigations.

 Eventually my brother paid Z$250 in bail, and I was able to get out
 during the investigations. I had to tell my father, and he said that I had
 to get a lawyer. But I had no money. What happened was I went to see
 a lawyer. He was supposed to charge me consultation fees, but he didn't.
 God was already showing me the way, helping me. [The lawyer] didn't
 even charge me! [But] I started visiting my relatives to borrow some money
 to pay for this lawyer.
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 When I went to see an uncle of mine, and although he was going to
 church, he told me to go see a n'anga. This n'anga gave me a twig, which
 was his medicine (muti). He told me to put it under my tongue when I
 spoke to the magistrate. That was supposed to make him believe what I
 was saying. And at that time, all I could think was that I wanted to find
 another job. But since I was involved in a court case, it would be too
 difficult. So I made a request that perhaps they could remand me once
 a month. When I made this request to the magistrate I had this twig
 under my tongue. And unfortunately, I had opted to speak in Shona
 rather than English. I didn't want to say the wrong things. But the inter-
 preter working for the magistrate, who did not speak Shona, spoke worse
 English than me. So I should have opted to speak in English. When I
 asked the magistrate to remand me every month during the investigations,
 rather than every two weeks as was the norm, I tried to be very polite.
 But the interpreter said, "This guy is demanding that you just bring him
 to court once a month". And the magistrate looked at me-he was a
 white guy-and he said, "No!" And that was it. And then I threw that
 muti twig away.

 When I went to see one of my sisters... she said to me, "I don't have
 any money, but if you come to my church, they will help you for free."
 Her church is Johane Masowe weChishanu. I didn't believe her. I was
 staying in Highfield, and she said, "Go to Zengeza, or to Warren Park.
 There are prophets that side." But I didn't even go. I thought it was a
 waste of time. So she drove from her house and she took me with her

 husband to Warren Park, to see the prophet Edward. And then this
 guy, for some reason-I couldn't believe it!-he said to me that all this
 was caused by an evil spirit. An ancestral spirit in my clan. And my sis-
 ter said to the prophet, "Why is it that this guy is not yet married?"
 And the prophet said, "This guy cannot even handle a marriage." That
 was because of what was following me. I don't know if you understand
 that.'

 'I think so', I said.
 'It's like you are trying to walk and there are things in your way. Mweya

 wakaipa (bad spirits). There are some that are silent. You just know they
 are there because of their works. You just see that whatever you want to
 do, it's not working. Maybe you have $1,000, and you want to spend it.
 But you fail to do that. And you don't know why. And often when you
 go to a prophet, if you have this [problem], the spirit will start talking.
 But there are some [spirits] that are silent. I had one of the silent ones,
 and the only reason I knew it was there was because of what was hap-
 pening in my life.

 So Edward was saying that I could not handle marriage. The problem
 for me is that one of my great-grandfathers was an evil man; he used to
 kill people just for fun. That is not our [family's] fault, but the spirits of
 these killed people, and their relatives, too, are fighting the people in my
 clan. These were the spirits the prophet was talking about. And he said
 to me, "If we keep praying for you, the police are going to set you free."

 But I didn't take him seriously. I thought to myself that everyone has
 an evil spirit, so this was not anything special. It's like saying a dog barks.
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 It's nothing special. So why me? I thought to myself that the prophet was
 talking nonsense. What he was saying was too obvious.

 Then I left. My sister took me back to Highfield. And when my mother
 heard all about this, she was interested. She is a true Christian. She wrote
 me a letter and said that I must take all my problems to God. And so
 I went back to the prophet just to please my mother. But I didn't have
 any faith. And so one day I went to Chitungwiza to see Sandros, the big
 prophet. And he said that people had to be there by 6:00 a.m. Imagine,
 I had to get there [30 kilometers away] by dawn! But when I thought of
 the trouble, it just seemed like nothing to me.

 I spoke to Sandros. And he said, "Have they arrested you?" And I said
 "Yes." He said it was no problem. He gave me muteuro [prayer stones]
 and told me to come back every two weeks. And since I had to go to
 court every second Friday to see what was happening with my case, this
 was the idea. And for some reason every time I went to court I was
 remanded and told to come back in two weeks. For three months. All

 along, Sandros was praying for me. And I was getting used to it.
 And one thing: I started to believe. One evening, Sandros came back

 from work to his house in Chitungwiza, after 10:00 p.m. This was on an
 evening I [had gone] to see him. The Holy Spirit was talking through
 Sandros. He said, "It is too late for me to talk to you" [to deliver a ser-
 mon]. There were hundreds of other people there. "I know all of your
 problems and I will bless you all." The whole yard was filled with peo-
 ple. You'd have thought there was a football match there. But many
 prophets helped people in their homes. And so when he got to me, he
 said, "When are you going to court?" And I was surprised. This guy had
 not met me many times, [but] he could remember [who I was]. Don't
 forget this was in the middle of the night. And so, slowly I was begin-
 ning to believe this. How did he know me? And I said to him, "I am
 going on Friday." He asked me to come [to church] the following week.
 And then I got the surprise of my life. What Edward had said the first
 time I went to Masowe came true. One Friday, after three months, the
 magistrate said, "The Court cannot find any evidence against you. Go
 and collect your bail money, you are free." I couldn't believe it.

 From there I went straight to my employer. I was getting a bit cheeky.
 You know how it is in these situations. I was a bit giddy. If I were to
 write a book about myself, this story would be in it. I went to my boss,
 but he said, "There is no way we are going to accept you back. You
 associate with thieves!" I told him that I was free, but he didn't care. All
 he did was unfreeze my bank accounts, so I could get my cash.

 So I went to Sandros again and told him the story. He said that he
 could give me new muteuro. I told him I believed him. He said that I
 could get a new job somewhere else if I prayed. And within three days,
 I got a job with an insurance society. And I am still there.'

 Gaylord's story is common. With the exception of those who were born
 into the Church, every apostolic I spoke to had a similar tale to tell:
 misfortune of some kind followed by a series of unsuccessful ameliora-
 tive efforts. Nothing works until the person meets an apostolic prophet.
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 In Gaylord's case, the n'anga might have understood that he was suffering

 for the wrongs of an ancestor in his patriline by encountering trouble
 at work. And in the eyes of his sister, the fact that Gaylord was not
 married at the age of twenty-six was another concern, even more press-
 ing. But n'angas do not have the power of the Holy Spirit; they are, in
 the eyes of Masowe apostolics, not much more than spiritually inclined
 entrepreneurs. Nevertheless, apostolics-contrary to the mission churches,

 according to the apostolics I spoke with-believe mediums are real, the
 problems they detect and the spirits they deal with are real, and they
 can in some instances help people (cf. Ashforth 2000: 241-255). According

 to the apostolics, however, this is not much better than making a deal
 with the devil. Gaylord often told me that an African must never appeal

 to the ancestors because salvation lies with the Holy Spirit. If a spirit
 is not of God, it is against God. Masowe apostolics are not supposed
 to consult mediums for any reason. Their commitment to God is a
 commitment to rid the world of such 'backward' traditions, an idea
 Gaylord raised when he told me that Africans 'look to the past'.

 Other narratives I collected from apostolics involved clergy from mis-

 sion churches, not spirit mediums. The problem with foreign churches
 by which the weChishanu mean mission churches which have refused
 to recognize African culture-is that they deny the existence of spirit
 mediums, witches, avenging spirits, and the like. But, as Gaylord put
 it, pointing out these realities is like pointing out that a dog barks. To
 him, they are self-evident. Foreign churches cannot address the spir-
 itual problems of Africans because they deny the roots of such prob-
 lems. 'But this is our culture', as Gaylord has put it to me on count-
 less occasions. In any Masowe weChishanu congregation, you can find
 people who say something like: I went to my parish priest and asked him to

 pray with me to fight witchcraft. He said I was talking nonsense. He said witch-

 craft is a superstition, it does not exist!

 One stereotype of apostolic churches in southern Africa is that they
 do not use biomedicine. This is true in some cases, for example the
 Johane Maranke Church (Jules-Rosette 1975a) and, historically, the
 Basketmaker Church (Dillon-Malone 1978). But the weChishanu have
 long been accepting of medicine, and many prophets actively encour-
 age their congregations to seek medical attention when necessary. The
 important point is that an apostolic should not do so until he or she
 has consulted with a prophet about the cause of his or her illness. If
 you have stomach ulcers, a doctor may be able to give you medicine
 to treat them, but she cannot tell you why you suffer from the ulcers
 in the first place. That is the job of a prophet. Gaylord often stressed
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 this in our early meetings together, in part, I think, to quell his anxi-
 ety over the negative stereotype of apostolics as backward people and
 in part to drive home the important point that illness and misfortune
 of any kind is part of a person's social and moral relationships with
 his or her family and community (cf. Comaroff 1980; Janzen 1978;
 Turner 1968).

 Gaylord's path to the Masowe is also typical. As a group which does
 not proselytize, congregations rely primarily on word of mouth to spread

 their message. In trying to get her brother to attend the church, Gaylord's

 sister stressed an enticing fact: weChishanu prophets heal for free, and
 they will pray for any African who comes to see them. Government
 medical clinics are overcrowded and understaffed, private doctors are
 prohibitively expensive, n'angas-when good or when not exposed as
 frauds-are charging their clients more by the day, and many other
 apostolic groups (such as the Maranke Church and the Gospel of God
 Church) either charge for healing or require a person to join before
 benefiting from the powers of the Holy Spirit. In Gaylord's case there
 was the added concern over lawyer's fees. With so many barriers, it is
 hardly surprising that hundreds and even thousands of people show up
 to see prophets like Sandros and Edward in Zimbabwe's urban cen-
 tres. But because of the stigma attached to apostolic churches as prim-
 itive, some people turn to Masowe prophets as a last resort and, as in
 Gaylord's case, only with the active encouragement of a family mem-
 ber or close friend. It is not insignificant that Gaylord's revelatory
 moment with Sandros-a moment he shared with hundreds of oth-

 ers-took place under cover of night. 'People go to see the prophets
 at night because they are ashamed', he told me.

 If the composition of the Masowe weChishanu congregations was at
 one time primarily peasant farmers, this is no longer the case. Particularly
 in the cities, members of any given congregation cut across class bound-

 aries. Gaylord is an excellent counter-example to the stereotype that
 apostolics are 'poor and illiterate'. I also knew doctors, lawyers, cos-
 mopolitan businessmen, police officers, and even an Afro-pop guitar
 player as members of the Church. Of course many apostolics are poor,
 some are illiterate, and most are under-employed. But these are facts
 hardly unique to the Masowe Church; they describe the postcolonial
 condition in Zimbabwe. Many people are surprised when they first
 attend a Masowe Church service to see BMWs, Nissans, and even gov-
 ernment vehicles parked nearby. As Gaylord told me a number of
 times, he was embarrassed to go at first because he did not know the
 Church is 'for everyone'.
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 When a person goes to Masowe for help, he or she will, like Gaylord,
 receive something called muteuro. In Shona, muteuro is usually translated

 as 'prayer'. For the Masowe, muteuro are physical objects or substances
 imbued with the power of the Holy Spirit. Most muteuro are pebbles or
 small stones. These stones will have been prayed over by a prophet.
 The power of the Holy Spirit can then be released in a number of
 ways to help the person to whom they are given. Gaylord was asked
 to put muteuro in his bath each day. Placing muteuro stones in a glass of

 water and then drinking the water is another common strategy. In this
 way, the afflicted 'imbibe' the Holy Spirit. Muteuro can also be placed
 in a person's wallet (to protect them financially), on the dashboard of
 a car (to protect them on the road), or in a desk at work (for job secu-
 rity). I was told that pebbles are the most common form of muteuro
 because when prophets move around it is impossible for them to carry
 holy water in large quantities, or sometimes to even find a fresh well.
 'Pebbles are everywhere, and so is the Holy Spirit', said Gaylord once.
 Sometimes, muteuro comes in other forms: honey, raspberries, eggs, small

 pieces of cloth, lemons, cooking oil, and many mixtures of the above.
 Muteuro are important to people who come to the church because they
 are the material representation of the spiritual power behind prophetic
 authority. Not unlike the Bible, as the missionaries hoped, muteuro
 becomes an agent of conversion.

 Things get better

 Returning now to Gaylord's narrative, we pick up the story with Gaylord

 in a new job, acquitted of any wrongdoing by the courts, and increas-
 ingly taken with the message of Masowe prophets.

 'It was funny about the new job, because my academic qualifications were
 few. I didn't know why they were taking me. At one point, the guy who
 was interviewing me asked why I had left my old job. I didn't want to
 tell him, because I knew they wouldn't hire a thief. So, I just said I was
 leaving for greener pastures. This guy said that he wanted to give me the
 job, but that he would like to have me come for another interview, this
 time with his boss. But I had confidence, because the Holy Spirit had
 given me the muteuro. So I went there a few days later, and this boss guy
 just said, "Can I see your certificates?" [school diplomas] He wanted to
 see how well I performed. And my grades were poor. He asked why. I
 told him that I sat for my exams when I was young and thought I was
 too clever for them. It was like this guy already knew me, like he trusted
 me. He said just then, "I am giving you the job, when can you start?
 Tomorrow?" And I told him, "No, I have to give notice to my other job,
 which means two weeks." I was lying. That was on 14 September 1984.
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 I said to him, "Can I start on 1 October?" They said fine. I was so
 happy.

 I went to Sandros and told him that the story was over. He said,
 "Good. But the fact that the story is over does not mean you are com-
 pletely innocent." He said that to me! The Holy Spirit did all this good
 for me to show me that God is there. So, I kept going [to Masowe]. I
 had confidence. There had been two things there which they talked about
 [the court case and the job], so I knew that if Sandros said again, "Such-
 and-such is going to happen", I could believe him. Now I was a free
 man. And I'm telling you, Matthew, freedom is so important. It is so pre-
 cious. You only realize this if something like this happens to you. It was
 a miracle. I knew this muteuro was working.

 And around that time, I learned that this same Church was in my
 area, in Highfield. So, instead of boarding two buses to go to Chitungwiza,
 which was expensive, I looked for Masowe in my area. I was told where
 the [place] was, and I went there. There was this old prophet there, very
 well known, who is actually one of the earliest prophets in Harare. He
 was called Eriah. And you know, most of these prophets you see in Harare
 passed through his hands. What I mean by that is that he prophesied
 their coming, he helped them. He gave them muteuro and helped them.
 Like, Sandros came from him. Most of the old people know him, but
 some of these younger people may not know.

 Eriah was an old man by then. I used to visit the Holy Spirit at his
 house for healing. I want you to be careful: you have to remember,
 Matthew, the difference between Eriah the person and Eriah the Holy
 Spirit. Because you get people these days who say, "We are going to see
 Moses." And they think they are going to see the Moses in the Bible.
 But they don't see that Moses, they only hear the angel Moses. It's the
 same spirit that was overseas. These are the same spirits that your peo-
 ple [white people] know of.

 So I was going to Highfield, which was in my own interest. It was too
 expensive for me to go to Sandros's place on a regular basis, although
 really I didn't mind. So I was going to Eriah but I wasn't a member yet.
 I was just going for the muteuro, and listening to these guys. Because, you
 know, I am different from many people. I am very difficult. I need to be
 convinced as to why something is happening. All this time, I was learn-
 ing that these guys were doing a good job. And by this time I was going
 to Masowe on a daily basis, because it was easy to get to. I began to
 like it; it started to get into me. I enjoyed listening to the prophets, and
 the singing. And on Sundays, I would make the journey to see Sandros.
 I was becoming like a member. I even knew lots of the rules, just like
 you. You know lots of the rules but you are not a member. So, I was
 at that stage. I was very interested. But I hadn't joined.

 Then what happened was I was there one day at the house of Eriah-
 not for help, just singing with others who had gathered. And one apos-
 tle came up to me because he saw me singing, but he also saw that I
 was not putting on the white garments that they wear. And he said to
 me, "Look, there is a prophet here who would like to speak to you." So
 I went and spoke to him. He said to me, "Whatever I am going to say,
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 you must tell me whether it is true or false." And I said, "Okay, I will
 say yes or no." He said to me, "Do you have problems with your hip?"
 And I said, "Yes." Because I was [having problems with my hip]. But
 now I was starting to get cheeky. I said, "Look, these things you are
 telling me, they are true. But I want you to tell me why I came here. I
 am not interested in these things. Just tell me what I came here for!"
 And he said to me, "No, no, madzibaba [an apostolic term of address
 for men]. rou should take things one step at a time. You are going to get to
 the point you want."

 At that time, what I really wanted was to get married, because I had
 become worried over time about what Edward said regarding the evil
 spirits. I had a girlfriend at the time, and this woman is now my wife!
 But that time, she was just a girlfriend. And I would say to her every
 time we met, "Let's get married." And she would say, "Let's take our
 time." Edward had told me that she was saying this because of the evil
 spirits I had. I thought I was talking to her, but I was talking to them,
 and they were answering for her. I remember she even got cheeky some-
 times. Edward asked, "Does she get cheeky ever?" And I told him. It was
 not her talking, but the evil spirit following me. So this is why I kept
 going to Masowe. This was the one problem I was left with in life.
 Everything else was okay.

 So that prophet at Eriah's that night said to me, "I see you want to
 get married." And I said, "Yes. This is what you should have told me a
 long time ago. This is what I am interested in."'

 I asked Gaylord at this point, 'Why were you so cheeky?'
 'I don't know', he said. 'I was just so impatient. That was my big prob-

 lem, patience. So him telling me about my past was not interesting to
 me. And I remember that some of the guys who were there were laugh-
 ing at me. They found the situation to be very funny. They said to me,
 like the prophet, "No, no, madzibaba. One step at a time." And the
 prophet said to me, "If you keep coming and we keep assisting you, you
 will get married. But it's not an easy job with the evil spirit in you. This
 one is a serious tug of war. Yours is a big problem."

 So I kept going there, and they would give me muteuro. I was going to
 all these Masowe, but every Sunday I tried to go to Sandros or Edward.
 I went like this for some months, into 1985. And then-I think it was
 April 1985-I remember one evening I went to see the prophet Moses
 in Highfield. He was giving me muteuro to do with my marriage.

 In our custom, when two young people know each other well, and
 when they love each other, the woman can say, "When are we going to
 get married?" [My girlfriend] said that to me one time. And I said, "Ah,
 don't worry. There's plenty of time." And she mentioned it again, and I
 said the same thing. I didn't know all this was being caused by the evil
 spirits. For the longest time, I thought I was saying "no" for my own
 sake, but it was because of the evil spirits. I knew in my heart that I
 wanted to, but the words that came out were, "There's no need to hurry."
 These are the evil spirits you need to understand. And then of course
 [the spirits] changed sides, and she was the one saying "no" to my pro-
 posals. Sometimes the spirits do this to you just for their own personal fun.
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 This was until June 1985. By June, I was told by the prophet Moses,
 "Look, you have got a big problem. But God has got the power to deliver
 you. Still, it would be easier if you joined the church. By keeping our
 rules, it is easier to be healed. If you join the church, the Spirit will
 always be with you, and that makes the battle easier."

 I could see this. I could see that everything is possible with God. I
 started crying. I sobbed. And Moses said to me, "You can join this church
 at any time, and the battle will be easier." So I said, "Yes. I want to
 join." And then I began the process of joining.'

 All fieldworkers have stories about things that escape them during
 research, things they do not see at first which become central to their
 understandings of the people they study over time. Gaylord had told
 me the details of joining the Church long before we sat down in July
 1999 to record them, and I knew somewhere in the back of my mind
 that the 'big problem' he faced as a young man was due as much to
 his anxiety over marriage as it was to the threat to his job security.
 But by July 1999, having spent the better part of that year attending
 faith healing sessions at a number of Masowe congregations, the prob-
 lem of marriage had become so central to my understanding of Masowe
 life that I was embarrassed for having not broached the subject long
 before. Gaylord's story is part of a larger and important narrative in
 the apostolic religious imagination: in their efforts to exact revenge, evil

 spirits work to destroy marriages, or the possibility of marriage. Apostolics

 sometimes spoke about this as a kind of spiritual counter-attack: if the
 weChishanu wanted to move on, break from the past, then the spirits
 would try to prevent a building of the future. At any given weChishanu

 healing session, approximately half of the people there have come to
 address 'marriage problems' which include the inability to find a hus-
 band or wife, infertility, and divorce; these problems surface in other
 churches, too (see Maxwell 1998: 360).

 When one is possessed by an ancestral or avenging spirit, or indeed
 when one is 'filled' (as the apostolics prefer to say) with the Holy Spirit,

 one is not speaking or acting for oneself. It is the spirit that speaks and
 acts. This differentiation has been commonly recognized in the litera-
 ture on African possession (see, e.g., Boddy 1988; Lan 1985). And while
 there is not time to develop the point here, it is worth noting that the
 ways in which social relations are played out through idioms of kin-
 ship and marriage in possession are indicative of larger concerns within
 Pentecostal and charismatic churches to effect 'the break'. As Meyer
 shows, 'the "complete break with the past" often boils down to a break
 with one's family' (1998: 329). Or, as Maxwell puts it, there is a 'wide
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 ranging assault on "tradition"' (1998: 358). Gaylord has negotiated this
 in his own way, and his position is not as extreme as it might be in
 a Pentecostal church (remember that his wife and children are Anglicans).
 Nevertheless, we have seen in Gaylord's case how kinship ties are used
 to articulate affliction: it was the misdeed of his great-grandfather that

 helped to bring about his predicament in the first place, and the
 weChishanu prophets were helping him move beyond all that.

 It might seem to some readers that Moses's claim, 'it would be eas-
 ier if you joined the church', was coercive. But we should keep in mind
 that Gaylord had been attending Masowe services for a year before
 any prophet suggested he join. In fact, Masowe apostolics are reluc-
 tant to encourage 'quick' conversions. The oft-heard saying, one step at
 a time, is mirrored even in some of the songs that apostolics sing. First
 you come for healing, for muteuro. Then, because you are coming on
 a regular basis, you begin to hear the Word; as Gaylord said, 'it started
 to get into me'. You slowly learn more about the Church-how apos-
 tolics pray, something about the rules they follow-and become 'like a
 member'. But there is still a clear division between 'you' and 'them',
 marked visibly by who does and who does not wear the white robes.
 I have seen this process at work in dozens of instances; many people
 who came to the Church over the course of my field research in 1999
 slowly felt the Word 'get into them'. And I have heard a number of
 accounts similar to Gaylord's from members in other congregations.
 One man I met in Chitungwiza went to Masowe services for seven
 years before he joined. The shortest 'conversion time' I heard of was
 eight months; this person had wanted to join well before but was told
 he could not. Like Gaylord, most people join after about a year.

 When I asked elders to explain why the process took so long they
 said that Christianity should not be taken lightly. 'You cannot know
 what it means to be a member of a church after just a few hours.
 That's ridiculous', said one elder in Highfield. What the Masowe see
 around them is a fast-paced business of Christian salvation: churches
 that will baptize you into their ranks as soon as you walk in the door
 (or into the grove). By Masowe standards, this is shallow faith. And,
 as many elders observed, churches which operate in this fashion often
 have high rates of attrition. The Masowe work to instill in those who
 attend their services the idea that religious faith is a serious business-
 that God does not, in the long run, offer easy answers. It is diffiult to
 be Masowe, they often say. God can take care of your problems in this world.

 The Holy Spirit can heal you, but it is your responsibility to accept and keep God's

 Word. For Masowe, this involves following mutemo.
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 As the Spirit started to get into Gaylord he was at the same time
 learning something about mutemo. He was becoming 'like a member'
 by observing certain practices and following certain rules. He learned,
 for instance, that services are held each Friday. That is mutemo. For
 those who need to be at work, a service is held on Sundays, as well.
 The Sunday services in Harare are, in fact, much larger than those on
 the Sabbath because most people are bound by the working week in
 one way or another. Sunday services are not mutemo, but a practical-
 ity that helps keep it. Gaylord was learning a number of other things.
 He was taught some basic prayers to use with his muteuro. Gaylord
 learned also that you cannot enter the sacred space of a church grove
 wearing shoes or with any other this-worldly objects-watches, money,
 pens-because these things would defile the space. He would have dis-
 cussed the fact that Masowe are the Christians who do not read the

 Bible with many apostolics. He no doubt learned many songs; as he
 told me, he liked the singing. He would have been made aware of the
 Levitical-style taboos the weChishanu follow (although he would not
 have been expected to follow them). All of this is part of what apos-
 tolics refer to as mutemo. But as Gaylord suggested, knowing the rules
 is not the same as being Masowe.

 'A sign to the world'

 Gaylord said: 'To join, I was told to offer three prayers to God.
 In Masowe, the number three is very important. Things must be done

 in multiples of three. When you are going to join, an apostle will tell you
 about Mitumbi Mitatu. Have you heard of this?'

 'No', I said.
 'Mitumbi Mitatu; to us, it means the Trinity: God the Father, God the

 Son, God the Holy Spirit.'
 'But doesn't mitumbi mean dead bodies?'

 'Yes, it does', replied Gaylord. 'That's the standard Shona you learned.
 But we are not referring to dead bodies. For us it has an added mean-
 ing. All the rules and prayers, all mutemo, are part of Mitumbi Mitatu, which
 is the fullness of God. That's Deep Shona.

 And so when you are accepted to join you are told this by a madzi-
 baba. It has to be a madzibaba, not a madzimai [female apostolic].'

 I asked, 'Why does it have to be a man?'
 'That's the rule.'

 'Oh, come on. Why?'
 'It was like that from the beginning', he replied. 'Some of these things

 are natural. It's like if a woman had a deep voice, it would be strange.
 Why would it be strange? Because it was never like that in the first place.
 Look, as I've told you, there are lots of things in this Church that are
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 difficult to explain. I gave you the example the other day about praying
 to God. The Holy Spirit has got the power to say, "All people must pray
 to me." If that happened, nobody would have the power to deny it. But
 for some reason He wants us to make the choice. That is why joining
 the church is an individual thing. And to take another example: Why is
 God battling with evil spirits? He could destroy them all full stop. But he
 doesn't. Why? No one knows.'

 I let it drop.
 'So', Gaylord continued, 'as I was saying, it has to be a man who prays

 with you. He asks you to kneel facing east. As you know the sun rises in
 the east. This is the direction we associate with the Holy Spirit, with
 goodness. The three prayers you make are prayers of thanks to Mitumbi
 Mitatu, the Trinity. One prayer for each part of the whole. After that,
 you are asked to sit down with some of the church elders and you are
 told the following basic rules:

 (1) Keep the Ten Commandments.
 (2) Friday is the Sabbath.

 (a) The Sabbath begins at 3:00 p.m. on Thursday and ends at 3:00
 p.m. on Friday (this is when Jesus held the last supper, was
 crucified, and died).

 (b) Abstain from sexual intercourse on the Sabbath.
 (c) Do not eat meat on the Sabbath.

 (3) Do not eat meat from animals with cloven hoofs or webbed feet.
 (4) Do not drink alcohol or smoke tobacco.
 (5) Offer a prayer of thanks to the Holy Spirit every three hours

 (on your knees, facing east).
 (6) One man, one woman: polygamy is not allowed.

 These are the basic rules that they tell you when you first join. In fact,
 you may already know all of these things. And you also know, for exam-
 ple, that they do not allow Bibles, and that you cannot wear your shoes
 on holy ground. But these are the things they tell you straight away. Also,
 if you are part of a polygamous marriage before you join the church,
 then that is okay. You are not asked to get divorced, but [if you are a
 man] you must not marry any other women from that point.

 When you have heard these rules, the next step is to confess your sins.
 This must be done in public, in front of the entire congregation. It may
 be that you have to wait until there is a church service, because some-
 times you join outside of that. Confession is very important. I had to
 stand up in front of maybe one hundred people. At that time, you try
 to think of every bad thing you have done in your life. You don't have
 time to mention little things! But for me, I had to say out everything
 involving the bank. I even had to say that I had cheated on my wife.
 Well, she wasn't my wife then, she was my girlfriend. But one time an
 old girlfriend of mine came to see me ... and we misconducted ourselves.
 I had to say that. One of the elders there will then tell you not to do
 such things again.

 After all this, you are a full-fledged member. The next step is to go
 and buy material for your garments.'
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 'So you do all this before you get your robes?' I asked.
 'Yes. You cannot wear garments before you become a member. Only

 after you have heard the rules and confessed your sins. You are asked to
 go and buy cheap white cloth. It has to be cheap, not the expensive kind.
 Everyone has to be equal. This is why we all wear white robes, and this
 is why the material is cheap. If you come with white garments that are
 made of silk, they will turn you away. All people are equal in the eyes
 of God. And so, with everyone wearing the same thing, you do not know
 who is rich and who is poor. Because to the Holy Spirit, it does not mat-
 ter. So when you get the material, you ask a member of the church to
 sew your garments for you. But they are still not ready to wear. Before
 you put them on, you must have them blessed by a prophet. After that,
 you can wear them. And when they are blessed, it has special meaning.
 When I wear my garments, I feel stronger. I do not get hungry or cold.
 You have been to the services, and you know that sometimes in June or
 July, particularly at night, it gets very chilly. But if you wear your gar-
 ments, you are fine because they have the power of the Holy Spirit. And
 if I pray wearing the robes, it helps. That quickens the delivery. And with
 the robes, you are truly Masowe. That is how people can tell. It's a sign
 to the world, really, about who you are.'

 When a neophyte like Gaylord is asked to sit down with the elders to
 'learn the rules of the church' it is understood that these aspects of
 mutemo constitute the basic framework of faith. As Gaylord points out,

 this is not all an apostolic needs to know. And, in fact, he or she will
 probably have heard these guidelines before. Attending services for a
 year gives you at least as much knowledge as this; the point of such
 sessions, as Victor Turner might put it, is 'restating the terms' (1968: 6).
 These are, in other words, rituals. They are events that help neophytes
 understand 'knowing the rules is not the same as being Masowe'.

 The Turners' work resonates in a number of other ways with Gay-
 lord's account. Like Ndembu boys (Turner 1967c: 151-279) and girls
 (Turner 1975; 1987: 58-81), apostolic neophytes undergo a rite de pas-
 sage marked by a series of stages: affliction, cure, learning mutemo, con-

 fessing sins, donning garments. These rites are neither as structured nor
 contained as those the Turners describe. Mukanda, the Ndembu boy's
 circumcision ritual, gives us a greater sense of the ways in which rites
 of passage are defined as much by the initiands who perform them as
 by 'social structure' (see Turner 1967c: 271). And they do not, like
 n'kanga, the Ndembu girl's puberty ritual, involve periods of seclusion
 or explicit separation (Turner 1967a; see also Turner 1975; 1987: 58-
 81). But they are, in the classic Turnerian sense, transformative (Turner
 1967b: 95).

 Public confession of sins is a regular feature of Masowe services.
 Apostolics do not confess only when they join. In small congregations,
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 members are expected to confess whenever they commit a 'major' sin,
 such as adultery or theft. I once heard a woman in the Gombe Kombe
 congregation of Chiweshe confess to eating-and enjoying-pork. For
 white lies and other minor infractions of faith, a person should confess
 directly to the wronged party. Sin cannot be absolved through prayer;
 it must, regardless of the 'degree', be admitted to publicly or 'out loud'.
 In larger congregations, public confessions are discouraged in all but
 the most serious of cases because it would take too long to run through
 the entire congregation's transgressions during a service. In such large
 groups, then, an apostolic should approach an elder outside church to
 talk about it. Anything more than a minor offense needs the advice
 and direction of an elder. Regardless of where and when confessions
 are made, elders usually require some kind of penance, such as strict
 attendance at church for a set period of time, or special muteuro to cor-

 rect a problem.
 The rite de passage for a Masowe apostolic culminates in donning the

 robes. Apostolic garments make faith visible and convey a forceful state-

 ment of identity (cf. Hebdige 1979; Hendrickson 1996). I noted in the
 second section of this article that an apostolic's white robes are the
 quintessential marker of religious identity to the outside world. In fact,
 the robes have become such a prominent symbol that the different
 apostolic churches are frustrated by the extent to which the public
 assumes that all people in white robes must belong to the same move-
 ment. This is a minor frustration expressed by the weChishanu I knew,
 and would no doubt be the same in the Maranke church or the other

 apostolic churches. But as Gaylord points out, for an apostle today,
 wearing the white robes only makes you feel stronger.

 Isabel Mukonyora (1998; 2000) has written on gender dynamics
 among both weChishanu and Basketmaker apostolic congregations in
 Zimbabwe. As Gaylord's remarks suggest, there are in the weChishanu
 Church a number of clearly defined gender roles. I do not have the
 space for a discussion of gender here, but something else in my exchange
 with Gaylord about why men have to perform the special prayer for
 initiates deserves attention, particularly as it relates to mutemo and the
 process of conversion. If mutemo is about 'knowledge', and if coming to
 know mutemo lies at the heart of becoming a weChishanu apostolic,
 there is nevertheless an important sense in which not knowing is always
 a constitutive element of this project. Gaylord could not answer my
 question about why men have to explain Mitumbi Mitatu, and, despite
 his uncommon intellectual curiosity, I did not get the sense that he
 cared to look into it. There were many instances, with Gaylord and
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 with other apostolics, in which no reason could be given for a partic-
 ular practice or position. As Murray Last (1992) argues in his work on
 healing in West Africa, this willful not-knowing is perhaps more com-
 mon than anthropologists care to recognize. Here, I would suggest that
 it has to do as well with church prophets and elders who, inasmuch
 as they work to impart mutemo to their followers, do not wholly sur-
 render interpretive authority. In another paper, I discuss what some
 apostolics call 'the danger of knowledge' (Engelke n.d.). This is, in many
 ways, tied to an anxiety over what the weChishanu see as the abuse
 of textual authority in mission and other independent churches (not to
 mention the state). 'Book knowledge', then, is an especial danger. From
 the weChishanu perspective, Christians often place too much empha-
 sis on what Bible verses they can recite, and not enough on the reli-
 gious messages behind those verses. In part Masowe prefer a 'live and
 direct' connection with God because they think books just get in the
 way of faith. It allows them to hear the message without getting caught

 up in the dangers of the medium. But mutemo, for all of its importance,
 is subject to the possibility. So it is best if one's knowledge is never
 complete-it is best to not focus on knowing everything, so that one
 can focus on being a good Christian.

 Conclusion

 I have framed the final part of Gaylord's narrative largely in accord
 with the Turners' work on rites of passage. Their analyses remain
 important in helping us understand how ritual is transformative. But
 the 'rite of passage' that a Masowe apostolic undergoes also suggests
 that these creative forces of transformation can be over-determined.

 Gaylord was never betwixt and between in the Turners' sense. And
 while conversion is marked as 'complete' with the donning of robes,
 being a Masowe apostolic-following mutemo-is always a process of
 becoming. There are aspects of Gaylord's narrative that might appear
 contradictory, then. On the one hand he says that you cannot don the
 robes until you are a 'full fledged member'. This action is predicated
 on a clear distinction between being and not-being. It is indicative of
 a break. On the other hand, as I have suggested, becoming a Masowe
 apostolic is always an incomplete project.

 Is conversion, then, the best term to describe Gaylord's story? Bennetta
 Jules-Rosette defines conversion as 'a powerful clash resulting from the
 shift from one realm of thought and action to another, a moment of
 specific shock' (1975b: 135; see also 1975a). This definition has been
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 taken up by Susan Harding (2000: 38) in her recent work on Christian
 fundamentalists in the United States. It is an approach that supports
 the argument for an anthropology of religion focused on discontinuity.

 As with thinking about Gaylord's conversion as a rite of passage,
 however, there is no exact correlation between Jules-Rosette's under-
 standing (and experience) of conversion and the experience of Gaylord.
 For one thing, it would be hard to pinpoint a 'moment of specific
 shock' in Gaylord's case. His conversion was gradual and piecemeal,
 reflected more in the articulation of mutemo than any 'clash' between
 realms of thought, although a tension between African custom and
 apostolic Christianity developed over time. I have suggested that it is
 only possible to understand mutemo through a processual and narrative
 approach. Mutemo is not part of a project or doctrine that can be fully
 realized. Rather, it is akin to what Johannes Fabian, in a related reg-
 ister, calls 'a redeeming substance' (1991: 77). As Gaylord says, it is
 something that 'gets into you'. You can follow mutemo, or know mutemo, and

 still not have mutemo. Having that substance, or essence, is what makes
 you Masowe. Mutemo is the set of rules that gives content to the form
 of faith. But that set of rules is not fixed. What matters is the pres-
 ence of mutemo, although exactly what it stands for is subject to change.

 There are numerous scholarly critiques of conversion (see, e.g., Appiah

 1992; Hefner 1993; Peel 1987) and we cannot address them all here.
 I will focus on that of the Comaroffs, in part because I have already
 borrowed their metaphor of the 'long conversation' (so relevant to the
 frame of this piece), and in part because their debt to Sundkler's work
 is clearly acknowledged. The Comaroffs have developed an important
 critique of conversion as an analytic category. They argue against Robin
 Horton (1971), for example, not only for casting conversion as 'the
 quest for meaning in the face of modernization', which they see as
 'intellectualist and teleological', but because Horton assumed conver-
 sion could be 'isolated' as a phenomenon (Comaroff and Comaroff
 1991: 249). Like Sundkler, the Comaroffs use the image of new wine
 in old wineskins, suggesting that 'in most situations of "religious" trans-
 formation, professions of new belief [among the nineteenth-century
 Tswana] belied the fact that older modes of thought and action were
 never fully laid aside' (ibid.: 247). For the Comaroffs, then, the argu-
 ment for Gaylord's conversion might seem untenable because it relies
 on binary oppositions (before/after, non-Christian/Christian) that rarely
 reflect social and historical conditions.

 In a sense one has to agree with the Comaroffs. It is clear from
 Gaylord's narrative that, inasmuch as he belongs to a 'forward-looking'
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 church, the past (in its presentist conceptions) continues to play an
 important role in his life. He has rejected many aspects of 'custom'
 explicitly but their traces remain. The world of the ancestors and the
 world of the Holy Spirit overlap. Moreover, as Ranger (1993) has
 shown, African religions are not, and were never, in and of themselves
 as tightly bounded as we often portray them.

 But there are two points in Gaylord's narrative and articulation of
 mutemo that do, in fact, suggest the usefulness of both discontinuity as

 an anthropological framework and the applicability of conversion as an
 analytic category. First, as even the proponents of discontinuity point
 out, the 'break' with which Pentecostal and charismatic churches are
 concerned is not necessarily borne out in practice. More than anything,
 the churches provide 'an intermediary space for members to move back
 and forth between the way of life they (wish to) leave behind and the
 one to which they aspire' (Meyer 1998: 339). In this sense, 'there is a
 necessary dialectic in the conversion process' (Hastings 1976: 44; see
 also Maxwell 2002: 7-8). There is value in simply recognizing 'they are
 trying to change' because narratives like Gaylord's 'give the lie to unso-
 phisticated continuity arguments based on incautious judgments of sim-
 ilarity' (Robbins 2003: 230). We stand to gain from the language of
 breaks not because it replaces the language of continuity but because
 it compliments it.

 Second, it seems to me important that the Comaroffs focus on the
 early days of the colonial and mission encounter. The picture they paint
 is vivid and compelling, but this does not mean we can transpose the
 dynamics of mid-nineteenth-century Tswana life into contemporary
 Zimbabwe. It is doubtful the Comaroffs would want us to. Their own

 work is too sensitive to historical particularities, as the conversation the-

 sis suggests (but see Peel 1995 for a critique). Since the mid-1800s, the
 'forms and conventions' (Comaroff and Comaroff 1991: 213) of Christian

 discourse have changed. The long conversation has unfolded in numer-
 ous ways, and the logic of some Pentecostals, Zionists, and charismat-
 ics have perhaps taken it in directions the nineteenth-century noncon-
 formists (to say nothing of the Tswana or other African peoples) did
 not imagine. Gaylord's story is another aspect of the long conversation
 and suggests that we need to start listening more closely for the lan-
 guage of the break.
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